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Abstract: Considered are combinatorially symmetric matrices, whose graph is a given tree, in view of the fact 
recent analysis shows that the geometric multiplicity theory for the eigenvalues of such matrices closely par-
allels that for real symmetric (and complex Hermitian) matrices. In contrast to the real symmetric case, it 
is shown that (a) the smallest example (13 vertices) of a tree and multiplicity list (3, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1) meeting 
standard necessary conditions that has no real symmetric realizations does have a diagonalizable realiza-
tion and for arbitrary prescribed (real and multiple) eigenvalues, and (b) that all trees with diameter < 8 are 
geometrically di-minimal (i.e., have diagonalizable realizations with as few of distinct eigenvalues as the di-
ameter). This re-raises natural questions about multiplicity lists that proved subtly false in the real symmetric 
case. What is their status in the geometric multiplicity list case?
Keywords: Assignments; Branch duplication; Combinatorially symmetric; Diagonalizable matrix; Diameter; 
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1 Introduction
In the last three decades, there has been considerable study of the possible multiplicity lists for the eigen-
values of real symmetric (Hermitian) matrices, whose graph is a given tree (and more general graphs, as 
well) [1–12, etc.]. The maximum multiplicity is known [1], there is a close lower bound on the minimum num-
ber of distinct eigenvalues [2], and methods for getting all multiplicity lists for several classes of trees [3–
6, 8, 9]. This work, and much more, is included in the new book [13]. In this study, several conjectures nat-
urally arose. They were consistent with known multiplicity lists on smaller numbers of vertices (< 13) and 
with large classes of trees. However, certain of these conjectures have proven false in the general symmetric 
case (geometric/algebraic multiplicities in real symmetric matrices whose graph is a given tree), though the 
smallest counterexamples require large numbers of vertices (13 in one case and 16 in another).
Our purpose here is to re-examine these conjectures in a somewhat more general setting in which we 
consider combinatorially symmetric matrices A = (aij), i.e., aij ≠ 0 if and only if aji ≠ 0. If A is n-by-n the 
graph of A is a (undirected) graph on n vertices 1, . . . , n with an edge {i, j}, i ≠ j, if and only if aij ≠ 0. 
We take the underlying eld to be R or C, which is sucient for all that we do and all that is of interest to
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us. However, the arguments are typically valid over a “sucient large” eld. GF2 is not good enough, as the
“branch duplication” we use simply cannot be carried out.
Very recently, it has been shown that much of the multiplicity theory, for real symmetric matrices whose
graph is a tree, is also valid for geometric multiplicities in combinatorially symmetric (diagonalizable) matri-
ces whose graph is a given tree [14]. (Not all, however [15].) However, there seems to be just enough exibility
in this more general setting that, at least, the smaller counterexamples mentioned above evaporate. This
raises the question of whether some conjectures may actually be correct in the new geometric multiplicity set-
ting (geometric multiplicities in combinatorially symmetric matrices whose graph is a given tree). Here, we
examine two of the questions referred to above, re-visit important counterexamples and show explicitly that
the trees involved no longer provide counterexamples in the geometric multiplicity setting.
The rst of these areas deals with the important technique of “assignments” to construct symmetric ma-
trices, whose graph is a given tree, with feasible multiplicity lists. This method is discussed in a few sources
including [10, 16]. If an assignment (of eigenvalues to sub-trees or submatrices), meeting certain basic re-
quirements, can be made, one would like to know that there is a real symmetric matrix with an associated
multiplicity list. Usually there is, and it is known that there is under certain additional hypotheses [13, 16].
However, there is a counterexample in general, the smallest having 13 vertices [13, 16]. The only assignment
that would achieve the multiplicities 3, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1 for that tree is infeasible in the symmetric case for
subtle reasons. We explicitly show here that this assignment is geometrically realizable by a diagonalizable
combinatorially symmetric matrix.
The second area is the minimum number of distinct eigenvalues for a matrix, whose graph is a given
tree [2, 6, 10]. In both, the symmetric case and geometric multiplicity setting (but not the non-diagonalizable
case), this number is known to be at least the “diameter” (measured as the number of vertices in a longest
induced path) of the tree [2, 14]. The trees for which this number is attained in the symmetric case are called
di-minimal. It is known that all trees of diameter d < 7 are di-minimal [10, 13]. But, for diameter d = 7, there
are three families [10] of trees that include non-di-minimal trees. (Even for d = 7, many trees are di-minimal.)
Here, we show that for diameter d = 7, the known counterexamples (“smallest” non-di-minimal trees) are
actually geometrically di-minimal (i.e., there are diagonalizable combinatorially symmetric matrices whose
graph is such tree, with only the diameter many distinct real eigenvalues). Explicit examples are constructed.
Our constructions exhaust the known particular counterexamples (and more). This raises the question
of whether all trees are geometrically di-minimal (we guess not) and whether all assignments to trees are
geometrically realizable.
Note that, when we use the modier “geometrically” we refer to combinatorially symmetric, diagonaliz-
able matrices whose graph is a given tree, rather than real symmetric or (equivalently) Hermitian matrices.
2 Denitions and Branch Duplication
Given a graph G on n vertices and amatrix Awhose graph is G, if α is an index subset of {1, . . . , n} then A(α)
(resp. G(α)) denotes the principal submatrix of A (resp. induced subgraph of G) resulting from deletion of the
rows and columns (resp. vertices) indexed by α, and A[α] (resp. G[α]) denotes the principal submatrix of A
(resp. induced subgraph of G) resulting from keeping only the rows and columns (resp. vertices) indexed by
α. If G′ = G[α] we oftenwrite A[G′], meaning the principal submatrix A[α]. We abbreviate A({i}) (resp. G({i}))
by A(i) (resp. G(i)).When G is a tree, A(i) is a direct sum,whose summands correspond to components of G(i),
which we call branches of G at v.
Given an n-by-nmatrix Awe denote by pA(t) the characteristic polynomial of A andwe denote by amA(λ)
(resp. gmA(λ)) the algebraic (resp. geometric) multiplicity of λ as an eigenvalue of A.
We now describe the process of branch duplication for combinatorially symmetric matrices whose graph
is a tree and rst we give a combinatorial version of it.
Let T be a tree and {v, u1} be an edge of T. Let Tv (resp. T1) be the connected component of T resulting
from deletion of u1 (resp. v) and containing v (resp. u1).
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An s-combinatorial branch duplication of T1 at v results in a new tree in which s ≥ 1 copies of T1 are
appended to T at v.
Let A = (aij) be a combinatorially symmetric matrix whose graph is T. By permutation similarity, A is
similar to a matrix  A[Tv] avu1
au1v A[T1]
 (1)
in which avu1 and au1v are the nonzero entries of A corresponding to the edge {v, u1} of T. Without loss of
generality we assume the above form for matrix A.
Let Tˇ be a tree obtained from T by an s-combinatorial branch duplication of T1 at v. We denote by
u2, . . . , u1+s (resp. T2, . . . , T1+s) the new neighbors of v (resp. the new branches at v) in Tˇ. We say that a
matrix Aˇ = (aˇij) is obtained from A by an s-algebraic branch duplication of summand (branch) A[T1] at v if
the graph of Aˇ is Tˇ and Aˇ satises the following requirements (i) and (ii):
(i) Aˇ[Tv] = A[Tv] and Aˇ[T1] = · · · = Aˇ[T1+s] = A[T1];
(ii) aˇvui aˇuiv ≠ 0, i = 1, . . . , 1 + s, and
aˇvu1 aˇu1v + · · · + aˇvu1+s aˇu1+sv = avu1au1v .
By construction of Aˇ we have
Aˇ =

A[Tv] aˇvu1 aˇvu2 · · · aˇvu1+s
aˇu1v A[T1]
aˇu2v A[T1]
... . . .
aˇu1+sv A[T1]

. (2)
An important property of matrix Aˇ is that the eigenvalues of Aˇ are all those of A, together with those corre-
sponding to theduplicated summand (branch)A[T1], including algebraic andgeometricmultiplicities,which
can be stated as follows.
Theorem 1. Let T be a tree, v a vertex of T, T1 a branch of T at v and A be a combinatorially symmetric matrix
whose graph is T. If Aˇ is obtained from A by an s-algebraic branch duplication of summand A[T1] at v then Aˇ
is similar to the block diagonal matrix A ⊕si=1 A[T1]. Therefore
pAˇ(t) = pA(t) ·
[
pA[T1](t)
]s
and, for each eigenvalue λ of Aˇ, we have
amAˇ(λ) = amA(λ) + s · amA[T1](λ) and gmAˇ(λ) = gmA(λ) + s · gmA[T1](λ).
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that matrix A has the form (1) and Aˇ has the form (2). Setting
A0 = A[Tv], A1 = A[T1], a = avu1 and b = au1v, we have
A =
[
A0 a
b A1
]
.
Setting ai = aˇvui and bi = aˇuiv, i = 1, . . . , 1 + s, matrix Aˇ is displayed as
Aˇ =

A0 a1 a2 · · · a1+s
b1 A1
b2 A1
... . . .
b1+s A1

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in which, by (ii), we have a1b1 + · · · + asbs + a1+sb1+s = ab ≠ 0. By permutation similarity suppose, without
loss of generality, that asbs + a1+sb1+s ≠ 0.
We prove that Aˇ is similar to the block diagonal matrix A ⊕si=1 A1. The remaining conclusions are conse-
quence of the similarity between Aˇ and A ⊕si=1 A1, and because A ⊕si=1 A1 has that block diagonal structure.
We argue by induction on the number s ≥ 1 of duplications of summand A1.
If s = 1 then
Aˇ =
 A0 a1 a2b1 A1
b2 A1
 .
Let Ii, i = 0, 1, denote the identity matrix of the same size as Ai. Considering the block matrix
P =
 I0 0 00 b1b I1 − a2b2b1ab I1
0 b2b I1
a1b1b2
ab I1

we have
P−1 =
 I0 0 00 a1a I1 a2a I1
0 − 1b1 I1
1
b2 I1

and
P−1AˇP =
 A0 a 0b A1
0 A1
 .
Thus the claimed result is valid for s = 1.
Now let s ≥ 2 and suppose the claimed result valid for k = s − 1 duplications of summand A1. Choose
nonzero scalars a′s and b′s such that a′sb′s = asbs + a1+sb1+s(≠ 0) and consider the matrix
B =

A0 a1 · · · as−1 a′s
b1 A1
... . . .
bs−1 A1
b′s A1

obtained fromA byan (s − 1)-algebraic branchduplicationof summandA[T1]at v. Since a1b1+· · ·+as−1bs−1+
a′sb′s = ab, by the induction hypothesis matrix B is similar to the block diagonal matrix A ⊕s−1i=1 A1.
Since a′sb′s = asbs + a1+sb1+s, by the case s = 1 we may conclude that Aˇ is similar to the block diagonal
matrix B ⊕ A1. Since B is similar to A ⊕s−1i=1 A1, the result follows.
Note that Theorem 1 could be stated in amore general form, in which Tv and T1 are general graphs connected
by an edge, the bridge {v, u1}. The claimed result and proof would be exactly the same as of Theorem 1. Also
note that Theorem 1 extends [6, Theorem 1].
Remark. It is not essential to how we apply Theorem 1, but there is also a converse; condition (ii) is
also necessary, even for a common characteristic polynomial in this context. Assume Aˇ has the graph Tˇ,
and conditions (i) hold. Then if Aˇ and the block diagonal matrix A ⊕si=1 A[T1] of Theorem 1 have the same
characteristic polynomial, the condition (ii)must hold. (Thus, Theorem 1 could have been an “if and only if”
statement.) This follows from expansions of both determinants along the row corresponding to vertex v for a
value of the argument of the characteristic polynomials for which none of the relevant principal minors is 0
(and equating). This also holds in the generality of the prior paragraph.
We recall now the notion of “seed” and “family” of trees of a given diameter [10]. The result of a sequence
of combinatorial branch duplications, starting with a tree T (at possibly dierent or new vertices v and du-
plicating possibly dierent branches) is called an unfolding of T.
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By a seed of diameter d, we mean a tree of diameter d that is not an unfolding of any tree of diameter d
with fewer vertices. The path on d vertices is always a seed of diameter d and every seed of diameter d has
this path as its diameter. There are nitely many seeds of diameter d, and any tree of diameter d (that is not
a seed) is an unfolding of a unique seed of diameter d [17].
We call all the diameter d unfoldings of a diameter d seed the family of that seed. Since each diameter d
tree is an unfolding of only one (unique) seed, the families of the diameter d seeds partition the diameter d
trees, but each family is, itself, innite.
3 Assignments
Historically, in the symmetric case, anassignment is anallocationof eigenvalues to simple subtrees of a tree of
interest in hopes of achieving a desired multiplicity list. If realizable, the basic Parter-Wiener, etc. theory [18]
should verify that the larger tree aords the desired multiplicity list. The method is described, for example,
in [16] and [13], along with examples, and was used informally long before by the authors and collaborators.
With someobvious constraints about thenumber of eigenvalues assigned, implicitly or explicitly, to a subtree,
typically an assignment is realizable. They are always necessary for a givenmultiplicity list and are sucient
for trees with fewer than 13 vertices. The rst example to the contrary is the 13 vertex tree
i
1
i
2
i3
i
4
i5
i6
i
7
i
8
i9
i10
i
11
i12
i
13
T0 =
and the desiredmultiplicity list (3, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1). Despitemeeting known conditions, this list is not symmet-
rically realizable for T0 (i.e., there is no real symmetric matrix with graph T0 and with such multiplicity list).
This was rst noticed and analyzed in [16] and is also reported in [13]. The problem is a subtle contradiction
to the order of the eigenvalues through interlacing.
However, in the geometric multiplicity setting the displayed assignment for T0
iα1 i
iα1
i
i
i
iα3 i
i
i
i
iα2
iα2
α2 , α3 α1 , α3α1 α2




	
α2 , α3 



	
α1 , α3
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is realizable by the diagonalizable combinatorially symmetric matrix
A =

1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 4 −1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 −3 −2 0 −8 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 4 −2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 3 −3 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 2 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 2 −1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2

.
which has themultiplicity list (3, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1). The prescribedmultiplicity 3 eigenvalues are α1 = 1, α2 = 2
and α3 = 3. (Note that the matrices presented here, and below, begin with an assignment but result in an
explicit, checkable example.)
The matrix A realizing the desired assignment of the tree T0 was not constructed directly. In fact such a
matrix A was obtained, by branch duplication, from a smaller 7-by-7 matrix A0 which graph is the path S0
on 7 vertices with the displayed assignment
i
1
α1 i
2
i
3
i
4
α3 i
5
i
6
i
7
α2
α2 , α3
α1 , α3α1
α2
.
Since S0 is a seed of T0, if the displayed assignment for S0 is realizable in the geometric multiplicity
setting, then A (and T0) will be obtained from A0 (and S0) by branch duplication, in order to have A realiz-
ing the above displayed assignment for T0. A diagonalizable combinatorially symmetric matrix realizing the
displayed assignment for S0 is
A0 =

1 −2 0 0 0 0 0
1 4 −1 0 0 0 0
0 1 −3 −8 0 0 0
0 0 1 3 −3 0 0
0 0 0 1 −1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 2 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 2

which has 7 distinct (real) eigenvalues α1, . . . , α7, with α1 = 1, α2 = 2 and α3 = 3. (Note that here, and below,
the vertex numberings are unnecessary for displaying the desired assignment. However, we present matrix A
according to the vertex labels shown.)
Of course, the displayed assignment for the path S0 is not realizable in the symmetric case. But we also
may see that, considering such an assignment in the symmetric case, the highlighted assignment
i
1
α1 i
2
i
3
i
4
i
5
i
6
i
7
α2
α2 , α3
α1 , α3
to the subgraph of S0 induced by vertices 1 and 2 would imply, by interlacing, that α1 is strictly between α2
and α3. Similarly, the highlighted assignment to the subgraph of S0 induced by vertices 6 and 7 would imply,
by interlacing, that α2 is strictly between α1 and α3, resulting a contradiction to the order of the assigned
eigenvalues α1, α2 and α3.
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4 Geometric Di-minimality
The proof that all trees of a given diameter, or of a large family with xed diameter, are di-minimal rests on
the powerful technique of branch duplication, and a well chosen assignment to a seed tree. This is devel-
oped for Hermitian matrices in [6, 10] and summarized in [13]. The technique was used to show that all trees
with diameter d < 7 are di-minimal [10] and to identify the only three seeds (of 12) whose families contain
non-di-minimal trees. Here, we revisit those three seeds (families).
The smallest example of a non-di-minimal tree has 16 vertices:
T1 = .i
i@i
@
i
 
i  i
iPPiPPi
i
i
HH i i i
BBi
BBi
For real symmetric matrices with this graph, there must be at least 8 distinct eigenvalues (and 8 is attain-
able) [10, 19]. The tree T1 is in the family of the 7-path seed
S1 = i i i i i i i
under (combinatorial) branch duplication [10]. The assignment needed to achieve only 7 distinct eigenvalues,
in a matrix whose graph is T1, is not possible for the path S1 in the symmetric case.
The other two trees that are the smallest non-di-minimal ones in their families [10] are
T2 = i
i@i
@
i
 
i  i
iPPiPPi
i
i
HH i
HH i
i i
BBi
BBi
with 17 vertices, from the family of the seed
S2 = i i i i i
i
i i ,
and, with 19 vertices,
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T3 = i
i
i
@
i@i
 
i  i
i
iPP
iPPi
i
i
HH i
HH i
i i
BBi
BBi
from the family of the seed
S3 = i i i
i
i i
i
i i .
The example T1 was discovered in [19] and explained further in [10]. The minimum number of distinct
eigenvalues in real symmetric realizations is8. In fact, for trees of diameter7, theminimumnumber of distinct
eigenvalues in real symmetric realizations is 7 or 8 [10]. The examples T2 and T3 were identied in [10],
where it was shown that the other nine diameter 7 families are all di-minimal. This fully resolved all cases of
diameter < 8.
First, we show that T1 is actually geometrically di-minimal with a simple example.
For the tree T1 with the displayed assignment
,i1
i7@i8
@
i
9 @
@@α,γ
 
i
10
 
i
11 
  α,γ
α, γ, λ1 , λ2 , λ3
i
2
PP
i5PPi6
i3
i4
PP
P
α ,β



α
,β
α, β, λ1 , λ2 , λ3
HH i
12

i13  i14
BBi15
BBi16


α,ϵ
B
B
BB
α
,ϵ
α, ϵ, λ1 , λ2 , λ3
β
ϵ
γ
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a diagonalizable combinatorially symmetric matrix realizing this assignment is
A =

5 −25 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0
1 −4 1 0 −3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 11 −54 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 −4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 11 −54 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 −4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 −3 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −5 −60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 −5 −60 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 11 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 1 0 5 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −3 −24 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 8 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 −3 −24
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 8

having the eigenvalues α = 5, β = 2, γ = 1, ϵ = 0, λ1 = 3, λ2 = 4, λ3 = −4 with corresponding multiplicities
4, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, respectively.
Now, we may show that each of the families whose seeds are S1, S2 and S3 is geometrically di-minimal.
For the seed S1, the (diagonalizable) assignment
i
4
α3 i
3
i
2
α3 i
1
i
5
α3 i
6
i
7
α3
α4 , α5
α1 , α2 , α3
α6 , α7
α6 , α7
α1 , α2 , α3
α4 , α5
is realizable by the diagonalizable combinatorially symmetric matrix
A1 =

0 1 0 0 1 0 0
180
7
3 1 0 0 0 0
0 −6 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 4 3 0 0 0
−12
7
0 0 0 3 1 0
0 0 0 0 −20 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 18 3

.
The assigned eigenvalues are α1 = 1, α2 = 2, α3 = 3, α4 = 4, α5 = −1, α6 = 6 and α7 = −3.
For the seed S2, the (diagonalizable) assignment
i
4
α3 i
3
i
2
α3 i
1
i
5i6α6
i
7
i
8
α3
α4 , α5
α1 , α2 , α3
α6 , α7
α6 , α7
α1 , α2 , α3 , α6
α4 , α5



	
α1
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is realizable by the diagonalizable combinatorially symmetric matrix
A2 =

0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
180
7
3 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 −6 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0
−12
7
0 0 0 3 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 10 6 0 0
0 0 0 0 −30 0 2 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 20 1

.
The assigned eigenvalues are α1 = 1, α2 = 2, α3 = 3, α4 = 4, α5 = −1, α6 = 6 and α7 = −3, in which α6 has
multiplicity 2.
Finally, for the seed S3, the (diagonalizable) assignment
i
5
α3 i
4
i
2i3α4
i
1
i
6i7α6
i
8
i
9
α1
α4 , α5
α1 , α2 , α3 , α4
α6 , α7




	
α3 α6 , α7
α1 , α2 , α3 , α6
α4 , α5



	
α1
is realizable by the diagonalizable combinatorially symmetric matrix
A3 =

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
72
5
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −6 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 3 −1 0 0 0 0
−12
5
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −8 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0

.
The assigned eigenvalues are α1 = 0, α2 = 1, α3 = −1, α4 = 2, α5 = −2, α6 = 3 and α7 = −3, in which α4 and
α6 have each multiplicity 2.
Then, starting from the seed S1 (resp. S2, S3) and matrix A1 (resp. A2, A3) each (combinatorial and alge-
braic) branch duplication (that does not increase the diameter) has just 7 distinct eigenvalues (the same as
those assigned to the seed). In the process of unfolding, by Theorem 1 each matrix obtained from A1 (resp.
A2, A3) is diagonalizable. So, the family of the seed S1 (resp. S2, S3) is geometrically di-minimal.
Together with the nine families, for which assignments to seeds were veried in [10], showing (real sym-
metric) di-minimality, the above examples show that
Theorem 2. All trees of diameter < 8 are geometrically di-minimal.
We do not know of a tree that is not geometrically di-minimal. Though we would guess that they exist, this
raises an obvious question. In any event, there is a signicant dierence between di-minimality in the geo-
metric multiplicity setting and the symmetric case.
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